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Abstract: The industry has entered on the Fourth Industrial Revolution, the so-called Industry 4.0,
with global markets and strong competition, some traditional manufacturing firms are implementing
new maintenance innovations and policies, based on digitalisation and data driven approach, but also
based on servitisation. The implementation of these new equipment maintenance business models,
could require new organisational approach at different levels. Different sorts of integration are
arranged, in vertical with a flat structure of intelligent, flexible and autonomous units working integrated, in horizontal with a strong external and internal supply chain integration, and in transverse,
with an integrated approach that link internal and external stakeholders. A new prescriptive maintenance business model for equipment exploiting digitalisation opportunities, including stakeholder
relationship is proposed. Different perspectives such as organisational, innovation and sustainability
have been adopted to discuss the implications of the proposal. The social value potentially gained as
well as the alignment with the SDGs are discussed as well.
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1. Introduction
Business models (BMs) have been described as frameworks by which firms create and
captures value, including a unique activity and resource structure and an innovative customer value proposition besides a scheme for capturing value [1–3]. Although essentially
generic, those instruments can be useful for business analysis. BMs offer a more nuanced
view of customer demand, considering the context in which the customer is embedded,
the differing needs of different customer groups, and the connection of the resources
and capabilities of the firm and its network to satisfying these needs. This perspective is
gaining momentum because of the adoption of the Industry 4.0 (I4.0) paradigm, with the
development of the Internet of Things (IoT) and smart sensing technology [4].
The so called digitalisation in industry aims to connect products and services in an
extended way, by shortening innovation cycles, and it takes form with different levels of
engagement through the use of platforms [5]. Therefore, digitalisation offers an alternative
view to the old dichotomy between product and service, allowing to discuss topics in
management practice, theory, and demand for new concepts [6,7]. From another point of
view digitalisation fosters a product-service continuum, where the combination of product
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and service delivers value in use when different actors become involved, i.e., a ProductService System (PSS) [8].
The PSS approach has been applied to help industries mainly in production related
environments, enabling their own smart product service ecosystems (SPSE) to enhance
their integrated competitiveness and offer better customer experience [9]. Deeply, SPSE is
defined as an Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) based dynamic ecological smart PSS network, which integrates customers, smart product service systems,
smart service platform and product service suppliers for value co-creation and customers
experience improvement, by means of smart interaction, mutual cooperation, resource
sharing and optimal configuration [10].
However, the scientific literature related to BMs frameworks usually focus on value
creation and value extraction, but less attention was paid to concepts such as value destroyed or transformed and value missed both, inside and outside of the agents’ ecosystem.
Indeed, no enough attention was paid to smaller sectors, but able to significantly transform
business because of the positive effects of digitalisation such as transparency, efficiency and
sustainability. Such a sector is the smart maintenance of industrial assets, where research
specifically considering the characteristics of digital BMs for maintenance services is lacking, as claimed by Passlick et al. [11].
The coming evolution of strategies in maintenance not only enhances the use of equipment health management systems, that have the potential to predict the remaining useful
life of items of interest, but also allows identifying more than one alternative response
to conflicts of interest in the conduction of operations by actors’ ecosystem [12]. In this
engagement digitalisation helps to create assets that become aware of themselves and able
to foresee their future operational status according to the estimated demand by using their
own digital twins (DT) and the process DT implementations [13]. Therefore, the assets
become aware of their damage function in time and they can estimate their maintenance
needs, it is the prescriptive maintenance (PcrM) [14,15]. Coordination to accomplish preventive actions must be established between different actors, with the appropriate level of
specialised knowledge.
The business network based framework enlarges the value creation across the company borders (see Figure 1, as what it becomes relevant now is the SPSE and the way it
can deliver value from different perspectives to each of the participants. For the owner,
by making better decisions, considering maintenance and production under an integrative
and formal perspective. For the OEM providers, because of they protect themselves against
competitors because of the added value inside the network, and because of the focus is not
just the equipment design, but the modelling capabilities. For third part service providers
linked to service manufacturers, as they need to evolve in order to cover additional sensors
and devices required for such models to become effective and they reinforce their position
as supportive add-on for OEMs, in order to deliver high quality services. Finally, agencies and certification bodies, but also legal services can get benefit of what it was advised by
having a look at the relevant DLT addresses, which will make workflow and smart contract
based certifications cheaper, easier and less effort demanding than in the classical way.
Therefore, PcrM planning is an essential enabler of smart, transparent, and highly flexible production processes. As an enabler, it also promotes the BM at network level (SPSE),
which extends and allows organisations to achieve benefits. Like biological ecosystems,
firms within business ecosystems evolve symbiotically, that is, they co-evolve, through
simultaneous collaboration and competition, co-creation and co-destruction value [16,17]
through a long-term relationship and communication with each other [18].
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•
•
•

When PcrM BMs are considered, which framework and perspectives for the analysis
on the interaction inside the built ecosystem are meaningful?
Which are the significant factors or elements allowing to transform data into value
inside the ecosystem?
When PcrM BMs are considered, what are the expected impacts in terms of innovation,
sustainability, social effects, and organisational design for the involved agents?

To answer these research questions this paper promotes an integrative multi-view
framework for the ecosystem, it analyses how different agent behaviours fit into the
framework, including interactions and finally it discusses the significance of the adoption
of such PcrM BM, from the aforementioned perspectives.
Providing such integrated PcrM BM has significant impact in both, the academic and
the practical work. For the first one, it brings new glasses based on SBM, BMI and OD
for the analysis of the ecosystem framing the agents’ relationships, and it allows to better
understand value creation, value appropriation, value transformation, value loosing and
value destroying effects, both inside and outside of the ecosystem. It allows to integrate the
managerial and the technical perspective seamless but complementary. From the practical
point of view, it can help agents to understand the power of each contribution and the value
of the whole ecosystem. Therefore, it can help to better identify organisational inefficiencies
that need to be overcame. It will also help to develop and implement effective KPIs aligning
value transformation with the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) contingent on the
specific role of each agent in the ecosystem. Finally but yet importantly, it can provide
guidance to managers when addressing the opportunities for new SPSE based alternatives
in different contexts.
After this introduction to motivate the research and to establish the goals, the next
Section 2 will review relevant literature about SBMs and the convenience for their extension,
as well as their impact into the organisational design dimension of affected organisations.
The next Section 3 presents the adopted methodology to address the research questions
and the creation of the PcrM BM. Later, in In Section 4 the relevant framework helping to
describe the BMs, including its value proposition is introduced. The Section 5 promotes the
discussion of the innovation, sustainability and organisational dimensions inherent to the
proposed BMs. Finally, Section 6 presents the main conclusions for the performed research,
discusses some limitations and propose future research lines.
2. Literature Review
Industry has entered in the Fourth Industrial Revolution, the so-call Industry 4.0
(I4.0). This digitalisation takes form with different levels of engagement through the use of
platforms [5]. this has a direct impact on reducing the lead time associated with production
processes. In these processes, the flow of information is just as important, if not more so,
than the physical flow of products. One area affected by this paradigm shift is that of
facility maintenance, where the goal is to improve the maintenance process, but also offers
an opportunity for innovated BMs [28].
2.1. Prescriptive Maintenance and Shared Value
As it has been previously mentioned traditional maintenance is reactive-responding
to failures in equipment or devices. This reactive approach of describing failures after they
have occurred is the worst-case scenario for maintenance: reacting to failures in equipment
or devices after the fact. Preventive maintenance empowers operators to perform continuous maintenance, looking to avoid critical situations, increasing its marginal cost. The next
evolution in the maintenance strategy is linked to the predictive capabilities, then the Total
Productive Maintenance (TPM) came into the scene, trying to simply minimising machine
downtime and looking to improve the Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) of the facility.
This strategy was strongly popularised because of incorporating intelligent software into
the connected devices (Things) the machines incorporate [7], thus providing machines with
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a sort of intelligence. Japanese management popularised this approach with the concept of
JIDOKA or automation with a human touch [29].
In order to obtain reliable information about the production object, sensors are installed in different parts of the machine to monitor its operation in real time. The data that
these sensors send must then be consequently structured and properly labelled. Then,
data processing takes place, either in intelligence integrated in the sensors or in external
intelligence that allows predicting the failure of the monitored spare parts of the machine.
With this Porter and Millar [30] argue that information technology creates value by supporting differentiation strategies. The term “value” refers to the total value created in business
transactions regardless of whether it is the firm, the customer or any other participant [31].
Previous studies on proactive maintenance process already recommended adopt
proper management procedures in the area of maintenance and technical services as well,
but they were only focused on OEM organisational structure. Until recently, information
technology has not been consider relevant for maintenance staff, even thought they have
highly technical and specialised tasks related to a broad range of technologies. There are a
myriad of different technologies than can be seen as cooperating to foster new business
development opportunities, such as Internet of Things (IoT), Industry 4.0, AI, automation,
smart contracts, big data, the cloud, analytics, etc. [4].
Embedded sensors, software, controllers, connectivity, breakthroughs in networking,
edge and fog computing, cloud technology, faster CPUs, cheaper memory, energy efficiency,
and miniaturisation are all converging to create low-cost processing power and data storage
everywhere and they became the key enabling technologies fuelling up the evolution in the
paradigms [32–34]. As presented in Merluzzi and Brunetti [35] the “Reliability-Centered
Maintenance” represents a systematic approach to evaluate a facility’s equipment and
resources to best mate the two and result in a high degree of facility reliability and costeffectiveness. This maintenance strategy, defined within a wider proposal for Smart-Plant
Enabling Solutions, includes also the implementation of combined Condition and Process
Monitoring using a common analysis platform.
In PcrM the digital twin knows about the status of the equipment and it will be able to
foresee the degradation level based on future demand patterns. All these prediction must
be communicated to the relevant stakeholders in an immutable way, because of further
actions could be based on them.
To this end, digital twins and Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) can bring an
excellent solution [4]. The fast development of digital modelling tools also creates huge
possibilities which facilities decision making within the design team and between clients,
contractors and designers; and when the project is socially relevant, it could be open to
other stakeholders like the public and the authorities or certification bodies [36]. Therefore,
industries have the possibility to enhance their integrated competitiveness by offering
extended digitalisation functions and giving a better customer experience. Initial proof of
concept has been carried out [37].
From the maintenance BMs review, traditional reliability models were constructed
using failure data. In recent decades, with increased product reliability, it has become
difficult to obtain failure data within a feasible time period, but sensors make degradation
data available during system operation. As a result, degradation models are taking the
place of failure data-based reliability models. Degradation models can be either continuous
or discrete. In a discrete degradation model, the system condition is divided into a finite
number of states, which is usually characterised by a Markov or semi-Markov chain [38,39].
The disadvantage of Markov or semi-Markov models lies in the arbitrary classification of
the system states and fails to fully characterise its degradation evolution. An interesting
review of the capabilities of different techniques to estimate the degradation modelling can
be found in [39].
The consideration of the integrated contribution from the degradation models as
a transparent agent in the network of stakeholders as well as their development and
improvement will require a deep transformation of business from providers, which requires
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not only new BMs, but also to consider the impact of it into their own organisational design.
However, taking advantage of these new opportunities, it becomes clear that innovation
capabilities are critical aspects, and it also will place under question the organisational
design approach undertaken at OEM level, in order to increase the business sustainability.
Prescriptive maintenance, is primarily about shared value with customers through
more services, and also with internal ecosystem stakeholders through service capabilities. But it is also “co-opetition” within the business environment, where companies
simultaneously competing to capture value and cooperating to cocreate value [40].
Besides, value creation opportunities in PcrM ecosystem markets may result from the
reconfiguration and integration of resources, capabilities, roles and relationships among
the different ecosystem actors.
2.2. Business Model Innovation
BMs and more recently BMIs have become important concept to foster cross sector
analysis of organisations from different perspectives, and there is a definitional convergence
of the literature as creating value tools [2,41], although research on BM innovation induces
the additional dimension of innovation and introduces new questions regarding the key
elements of a firm’s BM and the architecture linking these elements [23].
Business model canvas (BMC) is a great tool for describing, analysing and designing
BMs [42]. Osterwalder et al. [43] have recently published a customer-value canvas, which is
an add-on to BMC. However, due to the innovation and sustainability principles we have
adopted in our research and because of the ecosystem dimension needed to create value
from the technology enablers, such BMC view needs to be enlarged to cover either the
principles as well as the ecosystem aggregated dimension. For a better understanding
Table 1) describes the most relevant concepts related BM frameworks and it shows interesting contribution from these different approaches: innovation, sustainable and networked
to explain the current state of the art.
Koskela-Huotari et al. [39] define innovation as “a process of re-configuring the
institutional structure in service ecosystems that unfolds through the efforts of multiple
actors breaking, making and maintaining the institutionalised rules of resource integration”.
Change in the institutional logic is then essential for innovation to become successful [44],
although innovations strongly deviating from established institutional logic will have
problems in breaking through. They will not be regarded as legitimate, will not be taken
for granted and will not be supported by authorised power [45].
Although, BMI has been defined by many authors using different classification criteria,
and an agreement has not been reached, there is a mainstream classification criterion for
BMI. So it has to consider sources of value, innovation degree, market perception, innovation scope, and sources of competitive advantage [20]. However consistent, these criteria
are not complete, and other aspects need to be taken into consideration, such as organisational resilience against changes and corporate diversification behaviour promoted by the
innovation itself [23,24].
On the other hand, future sustainable business model innovation (SBMs) frameworks
should identify the following principles [46]:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Sustainable value should incorporate economic, social and environmental benefits,
SBMs require a system of sustainable value flows among multiple stakeholders
including the natural environment and society as primary stakeholders,
SBMs require a value network with a new purpose, design and governance, conceptualized as value forms,
SBMs require a systemic consideration of stakeholder interests and responsibilities
for mutual value creation, and
Internalizing externalities through PSS enables innovation towards SBMs.

All those criteria will support a consistent sustainable competitive advantage from a
multidisciplinary approach for innovative BMs based on PSS, that has been no adopted by
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previous maintenance studies: customer and service centred BM, integrated and networked
BM, and sustainable BM.
Parida et al. [19] points out that there are three main digitalisation functionalities
have been identified that facilitate value-creating and value-capturing opportunities in a
business-to-business setting. The first functionality is the collection of operational data
through sensors. Second, connectivity enables the efficient sharing of data among digital
units. Third, analytics is the ability to transform the data available into valuable insights
and actionable directives.
As an example in the field of digitalisation Arnaiz et al. [28] analyses how advanced
maintenance technologies are enabling the generation of new rental service oriented BMs,
where product ownership is not transferred and the focus is on selling usage instead of
time, promoting a shift from value in exchange to value in use when looking for customer
needs satisfaction.
Chen et al. [20] described two types of Equipment Maintenance Business Models
Innovation (EMBMI) in the digitalisation context, based on the functions of this equipment
(monitoring, diagnosis, prediction, optimisation) and the gestalt of BMs (value proposition,
value creation, value capture). Besides control and all levels of operations and operational
planning must co-exist in the same environment, and collaborate, complementing each
other without redundancies or competitive functions [47].
But PcrM BM may offer opportunities for sustainable ecosystem BMs. The future maintenance processes can dilute the borders to allow more open interfaces for value-adding
components to a broad scope of stakeholders, society and natural environment [48] and the
change (innovation) concerns the development of new value propositions, value creation,
value capture mechanism, and value delivery networks [49,50]. The impact is not only
for customers, who will be able to adopt decisions about production having the information about “what if” in terms of degradation for all those devices, since scope of value
should include not just economic transactions but additional relationships, exchanges and
interactions that take place among stakeholders and that can be represented by value
flows [22].
PcrM business network delivers value from different perspectives to each of the participants. In the SPSE network focal organisations concept is raised, allowing to explore
and assess together with stakeholders issues such as value created, fairness, efficiency and
effectiveness. Like biological ecosystems business ecosystems are characterised by high
complexity, interdependence, cooperation, competition, and coevolution [51]. An ecosystem member competes and collaborates with others within the ecosystem as well as with
external actors [52]. Ecosystem members evolve symbiotically, that is, they coevolve
through simultaneous collaboration and competition. Some authors refer to the same
concept as business constellations [53–55], where there is a problem with the combination
of participants with a new value proposition which should be clear to all of them and
allows their own assessment from profitability (economic feasibility) and technological
feasibility perspective [55]. From this perspective the needs for transparency derives rather
straight forward, as the normative dimension acquires a fundamental role in explaining
behaviours inside such networks. In this sense normative not only accounts for legal
enforcement but also to get alignment with the SDGs.
2.3. Overview and Research Gap
Complex networks play an important role in describing these ecosystems, and we
can understand it from the megascopic view. Especially in the move towards Industry
4.0, the importance can not be overstated. Other views can be found in distinct forms
and at different organisational levels. In [56], three levels of organisational socio-technical
complexity are defined as microscopic, mesoscopic, and macroscopic. The macroscopic
level takes a bird’s-eye view on the organisation as a socio-technical system, because workers and technology form a complex network based on their interactions. On a lower
layer, the mesoscopic level deals with single value streams and the resulting networks of
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material and information flows. The most atomic view is through the microscopic level.
This has usually been the main target in research solving a specific technical step in the
value stream [57]. In recent years it has also been used to examine the influence of diverse
management systems on the brain of an operator [58,59].
The analysis of contributions from the literature (see Table 1) promotes different
principle related frameworks helping to assess new BMs proposals. Indeed, it also shows
interesting contribution from digitalisation and technical enablers to explain the dynamic
behaviour of agents. However, they fail in providing a consistent perspective for the impact
of some specific elements related to the prescriptive maintenance, such as the digital twins,
the DLTs, at the BMs level. Even worse, as different perspectives need to be observed,
such as the inter-firm ecosystem (megascopic view), but also the firm (macroscopic view),
the intra-firm dependencies between organic units (mesoscopic view), as well as the more
technical aspects related to the technology required to develop the prescriptive maintenance
(microscopic view), the authors were not able to find in the literature a technology based
SBM Innovation proposal being observed from all those levels.
Table 1. Principle Related Frameworks helping to assess new BMs proposals.
Main Results

Business Model
Innovation

Sustainable Business
Models

Sustainable Business
Models Innovation

Ecosystem Business
Models

Literature

Taking into account the source of value criterion two types of BMI were identified:
novel BMI; and efficient BMI

[19,20,47]

Taking into account the innovation degree criterion classification depends on the
macro (enterprises) or micro (utilities) dimension

[20]

Taking into account the market perception criterion, two BMI types are identified:
market-driven BMI; and driven-market BMI

[20,28,60,61]

From the innovation scope criterion, the BMI identified are:
and, open BMI

[20,24,42,62]

closed BMI;

From the source of competitive advantage criteria the BMI identified are: BMI based
on production technology; and, BMI based on operating method

[20,24,47]

Taking into account up to nine different strategies, four SBM types can be differentiated: circular BMs; social enterprises; bottom of the pyramid solutions; productservice system

[24]

SBM adopted by a large number of global corporation, it has been synthesized
strategies that are environmentally, social and economic oriented

[63]

The triple layered BMC as direct extensions of BMC is a practical tool to incorporate
environmental and social dimension into BMC

[42,64]

SBMI proposed classification types is: sustainable start-ups; SBM transformation;
SBM diversification; SBM acquisition

[24,65]

SBMI, involves organisational boundary changes and requires multi-actor collaboration trough boundary work

[26,50,66]

The EBM, are characterised by high complexity, interdependence, cooperation,
competition and coevolution. It can be seen as a bundle of interlinked models with
interconnected processes of value cocreation, cocapture and coopetition

[16,27,42,67]

A EBM is composed for a set of value pillars anchored in ecosystems, which focus
on both the firms methods of creating and capturing value as well as any part of the
ecosystem’s method of creating and capturing value to the ecosystem

[68]

Ecosystem perspective is presented as one of the pillars, in addition to value perspective and customer perspective, to the Smart Service Canvas BMs. It connects
customer and the smart product-service system provider (PSS). Ecosystem perspective is a generic field describing the technical infrastructure and digital platform

[69,70]

Simultaneous value cocreation and cocapture within the IoT ecosystems rises
through “oblique” BMs

[27,71]
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Table 1. Cont.
Main Results
Equipment Maintenance
Business Model
Innovation

Literature

Integrates data-structure and asset management innovations for
maintenance strategy optimisation within the scope of PSS BMs
which entail important benefits for the OEMs and for the operators

[72]

Out of an in-deep study of measurement items for EMBMI in
the digitalisation context, EMBMI are classified into efficient
and novel

[20]

3. Methodology
In this section the research design adopted to address the research questions is depicted. The research design for this paper is based on a hybrid strategy based in combining
initiatives between literature analysis and action research [73–75]. This approach was chosen for two main reasons. Firstly, because it offers the opportunity to investigate processes
in-depth and is widely accepted suitable for gaining an understanding of a multidimensional phenomenon [76]. Secondly, it allows for a stream of multiple sources of evidence
through, for example, direct observations, interviews, and document search and analysis,
which improves the overall quality of the study analysis and enables triangulation.
The systematic literature review helped the authors in identifying the main contributions regarding BM when high technological aspects are involved, and from there to
identify the existing gaps. In addition it helped to analyse the existing contributions for
BM when different relevant principles are considered. Main outcome from such activity
have been presented in the previous section, and it provided additional guidance for the
analysis of the created framework.
The action research approach allows the authors to use their practical experience in the
technical areas, as well as some existing implementations addressing partially the expected
functionalities to be able to configure the framework and analysis perspectives. By continuous iteration between experience, specific implementations and literature research,
model refinement and properties highlighting were conducted.
When creation of the framework is addressed, different elements need to be considered
all together [77], in a structured manner at the same time to construct a robust business
strategy proposal taking into account the pros and reducing the cons of each strategic
tool [78]:
•
•
•

Business Model Canvas (BMC) [64],
Technology Roadmap (TRM) [78], and
Information and communication technologies (ICT) [6].

Although all those elements are relevant and provide valid starting point for addressing BM change, the main problem is that those dimensions are quite monolithic.
However, there are some authors [79] that have proposed a specific method for addressing
the BM creation. Such a method has been adapted in this work and now includes the
following stages,
•

•

•

Understand the BM. This stage requires to identify the BM from different angles, as well
as the relevant factors. Then the core of the BM as well as reinforcing and balancing
feedback loops can be defined.
Identify Technology Influence. The central activity for this stage is to identify the key
technological aspects for the BM. It also involves the analysis of the possibilities of the
forthcoming changes, and finally, the stage requires to elaborate the value proposal.
Assessment. In this stage all the value related aspects need to be analysed, but also
relevant strengths and connections with key concepts must be described. In the present
case this stage becomes particularly relevant as ecosystem interactions are essential in
the BM proposal.
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The outcome of selected method are presented as the key part of the Section 4. The connection between innovation, sustainability and organisational design with the existing
BMs does not include the ecosystem perspective. Obviously, such a generic methodology
needs to be adapted to the specificity derived from the intra-organisation usage, to the
inter-organisational perspective, as it will manage the integrated perspective of different
organisational units looking to enlarge the value stream.
Indeed, it is also needed to consider the technological perspective, both technology
influence and ICT, in particular the valuable active role of DT as fostering the transparent
multi-criterion decision making processes, as is had not being yet considered. Therefore,
the authors have decided to address the BM by elaborating an integrated framework,
covering such aspects, and linking all the relevant agents and their interactions according
to the value management aspects, but indeed enabling the analysis from the different
levels of observation. The last stage is presented in the last part of the Section 4 and in the
Section 5, when the analysis of strengths and connections is required.
4. Business Model Creation
This paper presents a value proposition based on prescriptive maintenance as a
fundamental part of strategically achieving sustainable organisational objectives, linked to
a digital transformation of the business essence, enabled by SPSE. We have based our work
on the initial hypothesis that the flow of information is the key to understanding business
value creation. In this new sustainable prescriptive maintenance BMs, we have represented
this information flow in four layers of aggregated complexity (see Figure 2). This allows us
to represent the flow of value that is produced by translating information into knowledge
in a way that is accessible to the interested reader. PcrM, as a fundamental element
integrated within an Industry 4.0 framework as presented in this BM, allows a better use of
industrial resources since it reduces the downtime of productive processes, allows planning
maintenance activities and anticipates system failures before they occur, but also increases
the production quality because of the permanent awareness of their status.
Within the framework, along the value stream, the main two dimensions to be clarified
are: the hierarchical layers of analysis and the data management.
The first dimension describe the hierarchical layers of analysis. As already presented
in the Literature Review such layers of presentation are the mega, macro, meso and
microscopic views (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Different scales of observation to be considered, where ellipses mean repetition for the
previous concept, such as next Value Stream or next Department.

The megascopic view represents the same relationship that it was already presented
in Figure 1b. However, the macroscopic view focuses on the company level view, where aspects like governance, organisational design, etc. matters. The mesoscopic view gets a
closer view to the product or the service under consideration (in our case the prescriptive
maintenance of assets being used as services). In this case, the Value Stream (VS) perspective was adopted, where it becomes clear that every step into the VS can be provided by
different operational units, single or in cooperation, and where different organisations have
explicit cooperation in connected value stream steps. Finally but yet importantly, the microscopic view has the perspective over the finest layer where the prescriptive maintenance
related technology, where the different IoT elements but also the Digital Twin (DT) and
the AI based models allows to forecast the expected degradation where different usage
conditions are under consideration. It is important, as already introduced in the Section 2,
to emphasise the networked distribution of information from the models and from the
digital twin, providing extra trust level because of the increased traceability of actions and
decisions it helps to create.
Following the second dimension of the model, the factors to be focused on the transformation of data into information, of information into knowledge and knowledge into wisdom.
1.

2.

Systematic data acquisition: In this phase, data collection is ensured by placing
smart sensors on the network nodes. At the different hierarchical levels this presents
different challenges that must be dealt with in different ways.
Information: To allow proper data processing into information, the structure in which
the data is located is as important as the data itself. The topology in which the data
is found will largely determine the methods needed to convert this information into
actionable knowledge. That is why this BM proposes standardisation processes for
these structures.
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3.

Knowledge:
•

•

4.

Data processing. The data are processed to be transformed into knowledge.
This treatment takes place by means of AI algorithms on distributed platforms
to ensure its robustness and reliability.
Business Analytics. Data analysis is performed in semi- or fully supervised processes by experts. However, the trend shown by Industry 4.0 is to delegate
more and more processes to unsupervised algorithms based on Big Data and
technologies such as Deep Learning.

Value:
•

•

Decision making. Depending on the strategic objectives of the organisation, corresponding decisions will be made. For this purpose, the management must have
an adequate management system that supports the BM.
Operationalisation. The implementation of the decisions taken, carries with it an
implicit commitment by the management that allows not only the achievement
of objectives, but also that these are sustainable over time.

In the area of prescriptive maintenance, in line with the definition of the BM given
in Section 1, this framework makes it possible to create and capture value by offering a
structure of activities along the value stream that make it possible to organise the available
resources and put them at the service of the intended strategic sustainability objectives.
In the following paragraphs we will proceed to describe Figure 4 in detail. On the
vertical axis we depict the hierarchical levels: as we move from left to right the level
of aggregation increases. On the horizontal axis we represent the phases of information
management that allow the acquisition and structuring of information so that it is processed
into knowledge that becomes value for the client through informed and actionable decisionmaking. Moving along these two axes, and always based on the definition of the value
drivers that determine the different customers of prescriptive maintenance, both internal
and external, we will represent the different steps of the value creation process.
At a micro level, we start with a sensory structure based on the IoT or IIoT, which on
one hand generates relevant information for modelling Digital–Twin equipment, and on
the other hand allows an integration of customer processes at a meso level. The digital
twin at asset level is essential to develop degradation models allowing to explore different
operational scenarios. Depending on them service details will be shared through DLT
transactions with other network partners. Customer data is required to develop consistently
such degradation models, based on the Digital–Twins (DTs) (product and process.)
Customer will realise the convenience of structuring its process data by generating
a DT model at meso level of the process. This information structured at meso level on
one hand will be processed into knowledge when degradation status becomes estimated
and shared to different stakeholders through DLT. On the other hand it will be aggregated
into information for the internal production customer at a macro level. Based on such
information coming from the process but also from the different DTs representing different
involved assets it will be possible either ask independent third parts to assess the quality
of the information, which provides trust to the network, or allow the customer to optimise
the process based on the process data, or to increase its intrinsic security. This innovation
can be handled at customer node, either at meso or macro levels.
DLT distributed information from models and DTs, integrated at the meso level will
be used to provide relevant information to subcontractors at the macro level. At both
meso and macro levels, this information will be used to create business opportunities and
create value at different stakeholder nodes. All those new opportunities requires deeply
analysis for the value transformed, to determine the proper compensations between agents.
This is the case for instance between the OEM and the customer, as its process information
becomes essential to determine the degradation models.
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The new opportunities allow creation of new strategic alliances at the mega level and
the extension of the value creation network. These actions determine the way in which
value is created through resources, processes, activities and capacities.
Attending now at the third stage of the adopted methodology, the action plan needs
to consider different phases. The Table 2 provides an additional perspective in the three
phases of the life cycle -breaking existing institutional rules, making institutional new rules
and mantaining a large part of the existing institutional rules -, regarding effects on both,
decision making and organisational structures, as it summarises the actions to be developed
both at meso and micro levels for the re-configurations of the structure coordinating value
co-creation practices Koskela-Huotari et al. [39].
Table 2. Patterns of making, breaking and maintaining institutionalised rules at micro and meso levels.
Organisational Structures

Decision Making Changes

To produce a common framework holistically presenting the systems, components and factors, as well as
the existing knowledge regarding the damage/degradation models.

Breaking

Identification and definition of a system architecture,
the needed interfaces and the tools for prescriptive maintenance. It does include the analysis of the existing data to support
the creation of AI based models estimationg the assets degradation.

Integration of expert’s experiences In particular it does
include the identification of convenient business units and
assets to perform pilot tests, making it possible to assess
the implications.

Compilation and integration of expert’s knowledge. In particular it does include rules for relevance of AI usage, leadership, etc.
To produce a methodology to establish the advanced degradation/damage models. This methodology will enable to foresee the impact of a working order through a specific production path.
Deployment and integration of the needed IIoT
systems providing data about the assets status .
Use of additional technologies, like cloud data processing, and data ingestion from IoT devices and from DLT.
The tools allowing to develop such models need to be deployed
(such as tensorflow, python, R, web-services, etc.) and integrated
in the organisation

Making

Competence based institutional logic is needed.
The employees must acquire/develop convenient skills to
deal within such highly technical environment, which
probably will imply to adopt different ways of cooperation (slack, trello, etc.)
The assessment will consider to what end the operations at selected units will modify the damage
of such components, by considering sensitiveness
in regards to the operating parameters. Specific KPI
indicators will be used such as LC/VC, etc. This will
easy to communicate the impact of the managerial decision on the assets. This assessment tool is keystone
to bring business value when prescriptive maintenance
and production planning talk each other.

Increasing reliability of data from IIoT by adding trust layers from the data content but also making
it easy to enable external assessment or better integration into the customer’s value streams.
This objective is aimed to be developed by using Blockchain like technologies (DLT) as they only require to
send information and no way back is needed.
Enable the maintenance as a service with remote tracking of device performance, without disturbances in production. (relaying on the IIoT + Blockchain contribution)
Reduction of production costs in industry by reducing production downtimes, maintenance costs
and product quality deficiencies. In some cases more value is added when a decision is made considering
production needs but also the impact of prolongating intervention in assets.
Competitiveness inrease for new maintenance service
providers, especially the smaller and technologically oriented ones.
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Table 2. Cont.
Organisational Structures

Decision Making Changes

Supporting operators/management in deciding, organising and executing maintenance. Significant impact is
expected on the Quality Assurance strategy at the organisation level.

Maintaining

Reduction of maintenance effort by increasing the operating life of assets, when operational conditions become
under the spotlight. An additional benefit is expected from the higher level of standardisation of operations and the
connection with IoT sensors.
Reduction of accidents and risky work for operators and staff by lowering incidents with assets.
Preservation of energy and raw materials by predicting machinary operational capacities, thus improving production efficiency
Increment the level of transparency at low level operations, which enable a more constructive architecture
to identify improvement areas, based on the IIoT + Blockchain contribution

When the forth stage of the methodology is considered, and in particular, the identification of the value creation, a conceptual approach of the value relationship for the
ecosystem network is proposed (see Figure 5). Where the term value refers to the total
value created in business transactions, regardless of whether it is the OEM, the customer or
13 of 27
any other participant within the ecosystem. Its ontology borrows concepts from business
literature, such as actors, relationships and flows [31].
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the other hand allows an integration of customer processes at a meso level. The digital
twin at asset level is essential to develop degradation models allowing to explore different
operational scenarios. Depending on them service details will be shared through DLT
transactions with other network partners. Customer data is required to develop consistently
such degradation models, based on the Digital–Twins (DTs) (product and process.)

Preservation of energy and raw materials by predicting machinary operational capacities, thus improving production efficiency
Increment the level of transparency at low level operations, which enable a more constructive architecture
to identify improvement areas, based on the IIoT + Blockchain contribution
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When the forth stage of the methodology is considered, and in particular, the identification
of the value creation, a conceptual approach of the value relationship for the
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a sustainable differentiation strategy and organisation within the ecosystem. Porter
and
from the reconfiguration and integration of resources, capabilities, roles and relationships.
Millar [30] argue that information technology creates value by supporting differentiation
It can sponsor potential collaboration points for stakeholder’s BMs by identifying the
strategies.
Technology per se has no inherent value [80] but an enabler of the ecosystem BM.
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unique transaction methods, and foster new forms of collaborations among firms.
Value extracts in prescriptive maintenance, reflect the value created, economical and
no economical, for ecosystem. Value is created and delivered in the interaction between
ecosystem actors. The actually generated and achieved value is stakeholder specific [84] and
its connections are value proposition based [85]. In this sense, prescriptive maintenance firm
acts as a holistic system, dynamically integrating maintenance activities and production
scheduling and operations to increase the life of production assets and to reduce total
industrial costs. A relevant value proposition not only to its customers but also to interested
parties beyond. On one hand, primary added value is created using the technology on a
micro-functional level, but the value extract could be reduced if the required skills and
knowledge are insufficiently available. On the other hand, when a customer shares its
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data with a prescriptive maintenance firm in exchange receives the service of smart PPS,
and other ecosystem actors can apply this customer-generated data to optimise their own
product or processes. Then, they could further increase the generated value at meso-tactical
and macro-strategic level, but they may stop participating in the value co-creation process
if it is not fulfilling their value expectations. As a result, no more value is exchanged [86].
In the following Table 3, we will proceed to describe these concepts in detail for two
specific ecosystem actors, the prescriptive maintenance firm (OEM) and its customer from
the value proposition and from different scales of observation:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Mega , the development of capabilities looking for understanding how actors within
the ecosystem are making money or could make money,
Macro, the role of data or how the data is processed for creating value of existing
products, at the same time enabling other services,
Meso, path to profit or how information asymmetry reduced and sustainable cost
efficiency developed by transforming operating models,
Micro, from push to pull or how to address real time and emerging needs in a predictive manner.

Table 3. Explanation of value relationship between Prescriptive maintenance firm and its customer.
Prescriptive
Maintenance
Firm versus
Customer

Value Create
Prescriptive
Maintenance Firm

Value Create Customer

MEGA

Build new alliances and
partners based on trust
and reputation and
transactional
experience.

Enable the maintenance
as a smart PSS focus on
customer needs
(relaying on the IIoT +
Blockchain
contribution).

MACRO

Value Destroy
Customer

Value Exchange
Customer

Value Extract
Customer

Build new alliances and
partners based on trust
and reputation and
transactional
experience.

Incentives to
co-create specialised
products and
services within the
networked
economy.

Indirect network
externalities and
benefits due to the
positive relation
between customer,
PM firm and other
stakeholders.

Improved coordination
with its customers and
suppliers (transaction
efficiency).
Continuously optimise
the existing processes,
knowledge and
technologies related to
equipment maintenance
services and data
analysis.

Highly integrated
value co-creation
relationships based
on data and process
integration. Product
research is faster.
Frequently improve
the existing major
equipment based on
data analysis.

Strong integration
within supply chain .
Informed decisions
through use of
extensive information
in order to invest in
new equipment. Long
term relationship new
relationship based on
pay per use.

Swiching cost due
to effective barriers
to imitation,
customisation an
increase the level of
differentiation.

MESO

Exchange mechanism
that allow information
becomes instantly
available to their
partners – ecosystem
firms (DLT).

Cross functional
transparency of
maintenance and
production process.

Swishing cost due
to effective barriers
to imitation,
customisation an
increase the level of
differentiation.

Data and process
integration.
Combination of
online and off-line
resources and
capabilities.

Reduction of
production costs in
industry by reducing:
production downtime,
maintenance costs and
product quality
deficiencies uncertainty
complexity risk. Cross
functional optimisation
delivers new efficiency
savings

MICRO

Transaction speed and
low cost information
processing power.

Reduction of production
costs in industry by
reducing of investment
because of servitisation.

Loss of the existing
Knowledge related
of the specific
equipment.

Higher quality
services.

The maintenance
process can be
simplified and
acelerated. Improved
responsiveness.

The comprehensive perspective provided by the promoted framework means creating
a new market logic. Instead of finding solutions to existing problems, it focuses on strategy
driven by market-creating logic, moving companies’ products to servitisation through
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digitalisation. This paradigm was discussed in the strategy “from the red ocean to the blue
ocean” [87], where the terms red and blue oceans to denote the market universe. Red oceans
are all the industries in existence today, the known market space, where industry boundaries
are defined and companies try to outperform their rivals to grab a greater share of the existing
market. Blue oceans denote all the industries not in existence today, the unknown market
space, unexplored and untainted by competition. Like the blue ocean, the foreseen expansion is
vast, deep and powerful in terms of opportunity and profitable growth.
It is important to remember that digitalisation of processes is in its infancy, therefore it
is expected that for the SBMI networks, its dynamic evolution will bring increased performance and network growth, and because of the specialisation, space for new agents
and evolution of technologies and incremental optimisation will increase the performance.
The hidden aspect will be the complexity increases.
5. Discussion
In this section the latest step of the forth stage of the methodology is discussed.
Therefore, the proposed business model framework brings significant impacts on different
dimensions, such as the innovative context but also pays attention to the environmental
performance. As the innovation is the critical dimension promoted by the new perspective
of prescriptive maintenance and it affects the whole network of actors, it is suggested to
discuss the organisational effects of the transformations being implemented according to
the proposed BM, at the organisational design of the actor institutional logic.
Innovation as an institutional change process creates opportunities for new organisational structure both through the de-institutionalisation of the existing norms and practices
likely to be associated with the arrival of new beliefs and practices [88] and or the theorising
and the legitimisation of changes in prevailing norms and practices by existing or new
actors [89].
5.1. Innovative Content
Innovation, as an institutional change for businesses, is perceived contingent to multiactor efforts where new and existing actors are joining forces and creating new resource in
order to foster novel and fruitful forms of cooperation [90]. It can be seen in this context
as service ecosystem transformation enabled by digital transformation, and it is primarily
about value co-creation between new stakeholders through additional services, and also
value-creation with the already existing stakeholders through service capabilities. Therefore, it can be done in novel and useful ways by:
1.

Including new actors in service ecosystem: This way is one of the most powerful ways
for innovation, not only by adding customers but also technology providers among
others. Within service ecosystems, actors cannot avoid the institutional arrangements
guiding their behaviour even when innovating [91]. However, it is possible to redefine
parts of “how things are done” by adding diversity to the institutionalised rules.
In order to visualise main conceptual differences between classical strategies and
prescriptive maintenance, Figure 1a was introduced. Major differences arise because
of the technical IT management component, requested to deal with real time data
coming from the production processes, including events, and in cooperation with the
Deep Learning based modelling and the Digital Twin technologies, but also working
as a hub by enabling other functions to benefit from such datasets, such as system to
system information through DLT solutions.
This entire paradigm relies on the value for different applications of data collected
from the production system both, product related as well as process related. It can
provide context for equipment related data allowing to describe the degradation in
the quality of service.
Prescriptive maintenance scenario clearly will require a considerable standardisation
effort to harmonise [92]
(i)

communication protocols as well as configuration management,
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(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

2.

3.

modelling methodologies,
big data architecture, tools, and applications with different kind of technical
platforms (local, cloud, private, public, virtualised, etc.) as well as
different tools to feed-in the collected data in streaming way.

In some specific sectors, like maintenance of services in buildings, the management
of the decision making can also be integrated through the existing standards like
BIM, which plays the role of MES system and changes both the ways of working and
the business structure [36]. In this case, stakeholders carry out their work on one
share platform which creates enormous possibilities that allow controlled decisions
to be made within the design team and among clients, contractors and designers.
In this particular application the Digital Twin is the natural contributor for integrating
BIM with sensors and service data, where DLT becomes central keeping the different
decision makers updated. Furthermore, when the social relevance of the project is
significant, these digital and virtual models can be opened to the public and to the
authorities.
Redefining roles of actors in service ecosystems: In addition to adding new actors,
institutional reconfiguration in service ecosystems often also manifest themselves as
redefined roles of both the existing and new actors [93]. Prescriptive maintenance
promotes changes on the role of the customer from a traditional passive to a more
engaged and active learner and doer.
As the customer acquires additional perspective on the production because of the
knowledge gain from the deployed technology. It can help to evolve their role into
a more active one. Instead of rehearsing or forwarding new solutions, they now
participate in idea generation actively. The redefinition of roles affects also to other
existing agents, such as the OEMs, now expaning their activities to develop advanced
digital twins for their products, and having additional requirements for computational
and communication capabilities. Indeed, new agents are invited to join the network
to externally assess contractual requirements and to provide different digital based
added value services.
Besides, at the plant level it is particularly relevant the Maintenance function, which moves
itself from being a supporting concept for the Manufacturing Execution System into
an active component able to see the systems as probabilistic exposed to failures. Therefore, it will care, not only of technical procedures and their management but also of
analyzing their remaining life. Because of this, it will be possible to cooperate with
production planning by estimating potential damage impacts on different subsystems
because of the use of different production parameter. This higher integration between
system components at mesoscopic level will benefit the performance of the agent at
macroscopic level.
Reframing resources in service ecosystems: In service ecosystems, institutional
arrangements act as sense-making frames for the ’resourceness’ of potential resources [39]. In other words, when partially conflicting institutional arrangements
coexist, they can provide actors with alternative frames of sense-making and enable
the combinatory emergence of new instances of ’resourceness’.
It is argued that, the more the value of the PSS moves from the physical product to the
performance, the greater the benefit is, but also the more radical is the change required
to companies [94]. Now the products are owned by the manufacturers, keeping the
responsibility of them along life cycle, and they are operated by customers as a
service.The existing challenge is the trust, sharing critical information with thirdparty can be difficult [92]. Although new technologies such as DLT can help to find a
solution to minimise some of the associate risks, as access to the customer IT systems
are not required.
One relevant aspect of prescriptive maintenance is that in order to look for failure
causes, traditional approaches are focused on considering human oriented feature
selection and related criteria. Cognitive system engineering techniques provide an
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opportunity to even utilise people acting as soft sensors. Fusing data from humans
with that from electronic sensors [4,95]is another key concept in this approach.
In addition, prescriptive maintenance shows that innovation becomes a process of
reconfiguring the institutional structure of service ecosystem, which also results in
reframed resources, and requires investments on other capabilities as well [28,96]:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

designer system which can faster innovation, introducing improvements on user
experience repairing and to upgrading components with improved technologies
that can be installed on existing or future machines. Product developer is now
aware of operating conditions.
financial system which have to manage a new perspective over the cost and
revenues arising during the product lifecycle, moving to a new frame of longterm service contract at a predetermined price. Stable and continuous cash
flows from customer to manufacturer over the product lifecycle, of a smaller
entity compared to product sales.
commercial system which would to avoid product-cost competition to capture
market shares and to growth profits by building new sources of sustainable
advantage.Smart Product-Service Ecosystems as a relational, long-term process.

Obviously the process for reframing the resources reaches all the agents in the network,
and it has a dynamic effect and network will continue to increase in size to cope with
the increasing complexity, bringing each actor behaviour more efficient along the
innovation path.
5.2. Organisational Design
The presented framework enable extended relationships including different level of interactions among different stakeholders, but also through different workflows, where agents
in those workflows can be either human or AI based agents. They also can include sophisticated communication channels, such as DLT, integrated REST based web services,
etc. From both, the technical and managerial point of view such approaches can be understood as deeply innovating, and having a wide impact in the institutional logic of most of
the organisations.
The innovations strongly deviating from established institutional logic will have
problems in breaking through; not only because of business logic changes based on flows
of information rather than on materials, but also because of changes in core competences.
In particular, the introduced business model can have remarkable impacts that can be
observed from the different layers of the hierarchical perspective,
•

•

•

at the mega level, systems become interdependent across firm boundaries, and performance is disembodied from ownership of assets. Actors that support innovation
therefore are both constrained and enabled in their actions by the structure of innovations and have to challenge the dominant institutional logic, as it is essential for
its success. However institutional change is often beyond the capacity of individual
actors and requires joint activities by a wide group of them on the basis of mutual
interests [97,98].
at the macro-level is not only the articulation of the newly framed problem, governance, but also in a way that is likely to resonate with the interests of firms ecosystem
actors, legitimacy, which implies the creation of more complex governance practices
around trust and cooperation within the firm ecosystem [31,99].
at the micro and meso level relates to the organisational structures design and decision making procedures [100]. New equipment prescriptive maintenance innovation
requires actors that contribute to the innovation process in a wide variety of ways (for
instance through knowledge development of advanced forecasting models, fostering the continuous learning procedures not only internally but also for the technology,
standardisation of procedures, etc.). Such contributions can include an integrative
framework for the business value of the unit and the facility as a whole and use of the
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innovation with a dynamic cooperation between prescriptive maintenance tasks and
production activities in a more integrated way (see Table 2).
5.3. Sustainable Development Goals
As it has already mention in the literature review, PrcM, is primarily about shared
value with customers and also with internal ecosystem stakeholders through service
capabilities. The digitalisation and servitisation as key enablers bring the potential to
create innovative interactions. Prescriptive Maintenance needs for the reconfiguration
and integration of resources, capabilities, roles and relationships among the different
ecosystem actors; utilising this organisational resources and capabilities to create social
and environmental benefits becomes a Sustainable Business Model.
Into the new ways of value transformation in SBMI -thus integrating the environmental
and social value-, delivery and capture value, value co-creation and value destroyed have
been analysed. However, a deeper study in this section is not considered, since the focus is
on the integration with the SDG. Environmental value is created when the organisation
generates more environmental benefits than impacts. There are several approaches to
estimate environmental impacts, as for example Life Cycle Assessment. Incorporating Life
Cycle perspective has prompted the redefinition of the maintenance role. As a tool for
measuring environmental impacts using different types of indicators over the full life cycle
of a product or service (eco-system quality, CO2 emissions, resource depletion, etc.) sets
new information into the management for decision making for planning and executing
maintenance activities. All indicators should be incorporated into the Data Management
and scaled to the dimensional perspective.
In terms of environmental value, PcrM transforms by big data analytics the product/service life extension; it is an enabling system to sustain the equipment/machinery
throughout its life cycle. Through extended resources and activities there is space for an
organisation to explore the environmental benefits:
•

•

Maximise material efficiency: Preservation of raw materials by predicting machinery
operational capacities; also by enhancing ecological footprint; and, by decreasing
spare parts since they are replaced only when needed rather than on a fixed schedule.
Optimises energy efficiency: Preservation of energy by integration of resources optimisation through time, closing resource loops through reuse, re-manufacturing,
and recycling; lower the environmental impact corresponding to greenhouse gas emissions due to the energy saving by integrating operation with maintenance activities.

Social value is gained when the organisations generate more social benefits than
impacts while they contribute and incorporate innovation, responsibility and sustainability
into the core of their activities through value co-creation both in the company and along the
ecosystem [101,102]. Social sustainability of maintenance processes involves wider social
benefits that can be derived from delivering high quality maintenance services. There is
not consensus about the indicators to be considered; some examples would be integration
societal culture, transparency consultation, personal development, fair competition, working hours, cultural heritage, health and safety,... All indicators should be incorporated into
the Data Management and scaled to the dimensional perspective (from micro to mega).
In terms of social value, PcrM changes the actors and their relationship; actors in the
network share value and develop long term value from mutually beneficial relationships at
different level of interactions (horizontal and vertical flow in the BM framework). The new
organisational design for the actors gives an space to explore the social benefits:
•
•

Improves worker safety: Reduction of accidents and risky works for operators by
lowering incidents with assets by predicting incidents before they escalate.
Improves working conditions: Additional Information on machine ergonomics and
incidents (by virtual reality for example) to maximise people’s health and safety,
satisfaction from work.
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•
•

Improves working environment: Opportunities for new service providers, specially
smaller and technological oriented, not dependent of a specific localisations.
New educational model and culture: Articulate connections between new behaviours
and corporate success; create new social norms and shared values consistent with
new approach.

The United Nations’ 2015 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), provide a globally
accepted framework for sustainability. However, the usability of the 17 goals and the large
number of subgoals can represent barriers to the required assessment. To assess sustainability within innovation processes being developed inside the network, stakeholders’ needs
and objectives must be defined. They will depend on each actor in the network, co-creation
approach results in a winning strategy to exploit knowledge, above all in an ecosystem
context, and in this process, both stakeholder groups should be included [103]:
(i)
(ii)

actively involved groups (e.g., employees and users with individual interests such as
well-being and satisfaction) as well as
passively involved or “affected” groups (e.g., administrative stakeholders or future
generations with collective interests such as ecological concerns).

Although the outcome will be agent dependent and contingent on their position in the
network in charge of develop added value to its members, to have common tools helping
in the individual assessment processes can be seen as a significant contribution [104].
The proposed BM for prescriptive maintenance has direct implication with different
SDGs, such as,
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

G8: Decent work and Economic growth,
G9: Industry, Innovation and infrastructure and
G11: Sustainable communities.
but also to some others in an indirect way, such as,

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

G3: Good health and Well-being, as better work conditions are being promoted,
where digitalisation can promote learning procedures at work.
G4: Quality Education, as the all the technology involved can illustrate case studies
highlighting advanced techniques. It will promote convenient skills for the future,
G5: Gender equality, as higher level skills will be needed in the continuous innovation
process, and where they can be obtained from different people, and
G10: Reduced Inequality, where neutral technology can also help people suffering
disabilities.

Indeed, fostering the network empowerment due to explicit highlight of the contribution to the SDGs will require governance improvements at actor level, and in many
cases they will require changes in the existing institutional logic of agents, which also
recommends to discuss the BM from the organisational Design perspective for the different
agents in the network.
In consequence, new prescriptive maintenance enables new innovation patterns capable of bringing new institutional logic at different levels. Although not all the institutional
levels are necessarily at risk at the same time [105]. Changes in institutional arrangements
can be initiated at and institutionalised within different scopes and grade [39].
6. Conclusions
This paper formalised new opportunities enabling advanced servitisation business
transformations, fostered by the digitalisation of processes and operations in the field
of prescriptive maintenance, where AI and DT technologies allow equipment to become
aware of their functional status and they become capable of predicting the evolution of
their degradation. Based on these new capabilities, creation of new value proposals from an
aggregation of agents in the context of SPSE becomes possible. Such integrated networks
have common characteristics, such as their digital engagement, their innovation orientation,
and their sustainability dimension. From this context, the paper configure a generalised
BM proposal, considering that the network of agents are dynamic and it can be observed
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from different perspectives, from the process perspective, and from the data management
approach. It also considers advanced communication capabilities through the DLT, in particular between services of different agents, where non mutability allow authorised third
parties to assess them, providing additional trust to the network participants.
Different aspects such as value drivers, value co-creation, value exchange, value extraction, and value transformation have been identified between network nodes. Indeed,
value destroy is identified at different agents either because of concentration in core competences, but also because of failing in attempt to fully exploit the potentialities offered by
the technology.
Based on the proposed innovative and sustainable BM, a discussion regarding main
innovative and sustainable attributes is developed. In particular, impacts according to
the UN SDs are analysed, while it is recognised that an agent focused analysis must be
carried out according to the specific impacts is needed, in such a way that measuring of
changes and achievements can be implemented. Further than those aspects, the impact
into the agent organisations motivated by the evolution of the network and the potential
misalignment against the institutional logic is explored. It shows how these types of
innovation push to deeply transform their organisational design serving their institutional
dimension. However, additional research is needed contingent to other transformation
drivers, looking to produce higher level of understanding.
Although the ecosystem was generalised from an specific case, the proposed BM can
be further applied in many different contexts where digitalisation allows such business
transformations. As the ecosystem is now better identified, the BM proposal can help to
different stakeholders in understanding new opportunities to enlarge their participation or
to extend the new tools to other businesses.
From the research point of view, the paper contributes by offering to scholars a new
framework and four different perspectives of analysis. Indeed, it details relevant factors to
transform data into value inside the ecosystem and finally it discusses the proposed BM
impacts from different management dimensions. The research field allow us to think how
to estimate performance gains for the whole network, based on their topological properties.
Such research line will be carried out in the future, in particular when additional aspects
such as complexity, but also legitimacy are considered.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
AI
BMs
BMC
BMI
CBM
CPU
DLT
EBM
EMBMI

Artificial Intelligence
Business Models
Business Model Canvas
Business Model Innovation
Condition Based Monitoring
Central Process Unit
Distributed Ledger Technologies
Ecosystem Business Models
Equipment Maintenance Business Model Innovation
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MDPI
ICT
IoT
IIoT
OD
OEE
OEM
PcrM
PSS
TPM
TRM
SM
SBM
SBMI
SPSE

Multidisciplinary Digital Publishing Institute
Information and Communication Technologies
Internet of Things
Industrial Internet of Things
Organisational Design
Overall Equipment Effectiveness
Original Equipment Manufacturer
Prescriptive maintenance
Product-Service System
Total Productive Maintenace
Teechnology Roadmap
Smart Maintenace
Sustainable Business Model
Sustainable Business Model Innovation
Smart Product Service Ecosystem
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